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spokesman shot at on college campus. A Nether fortress , or simply fortress , is a large
complex of bridges, corridors, and towers found in the Nether. Nether fortresses are generated
in all Nether biomes. Nether fortresses may be generated in inconvenient places, where half of
or even the majority of the fortress is buried in netherrack. In such a case, the interior is not
filled with netherrack; all hallways and passages are clear except for open walkways and
bridges. It is possible but rare for glowstone to generate inside the fortress pathways. Nether
fortresses are large complexes, composed of nether bricks materials, that are supported by
massive pillars that tower high above the lava oceans. A fortress has two areas, an exterior area
of open bridges and an interior area of enclosed corridors. Both the bridges and corridors can
end in a "broken" structure or may simply end without elaboration. Fortresses can tunnel
through netherrack , giving the "exterior" areas an appearance of tunnels with nether brick floor
and netherrack walls and ceilings. At broken sections the terrain is not cleared, which may
create a tunnel that leads straight into a wall of netherrack. The fences also form gate-like
structures at the entrances of some rooms and corridors. Rooms include:. Fortresses use a list
of possible mobs to spawn that is separate from the rest of the Nether. Fortresses spawn
magma cubes at a much higher rate, and also spawn two exclusive mobs not found anywhere
else: blazes and wither skeletons. Normal skeletons can also appear. Endermen and ghasts do
not spawn in fortresses. If either check passes, it uses the special mob list for fortresses rather
than the general list for the Nether when choosing the mob to spawn. The actual mob spawning
proceeds as normal for the mob chosen from this list. In Bedrock Edition, instead of spawning
anywhere within a structural bounding box, mobs spawn only on the northwest corner of
various blocks scattered few and far between throughout the fortress. In order to identify these
spawning spots, glass panes must be placed all over the fortress at the second block up from
the ground. Fortresses generate nether fortress loot with chests in the indoor sections placed at
some corridor turns. In Java Edition , each nether fortress chest contains 2â€”4 item stacks,
with the following distribution:. In Bedrock Edition , each nether fortress chest contains 2â€”4
item stacks, with the following distribution:. Issues relating to "Nether Fortress" are maintained
on the bug tracker. Report issues there. Generated structures and terrain features. Sign In.
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Democratic candidate in a closely watched House race brushed off looting and arson that
occurred during nationwide unrest during protests about racism and police brutality sparked by
the death of George Floyd. Even if people loot, so what? Kim Olson said during a live digital
event on Tuesday, shown in a clip obtained by the Washington Examiner. Olson, 62, made the

comment during a several-minute answer to a question about what she thought about far-left
calls to disband or defund police departments. Olson started by saying that while "defunding"
is a "tough word," explaining that she supports prioritizing funding services such as rehab
centers and social workers. She criticized highly militarized police forces, leading into the
criticism of snipers on the roof during a recent march in Dallas and then making the comment
about looting and riots. She knows we cannot use force to fix a systemic problem of undue
violence and discrimination perpetrated by those who are sworn to protect and serve. We have
to rebuild from the ground up a color-blind public safety institution across America. Kenny
Marchant, who won reelection by about 3 points in , is retiring at the end of his term. The race is
one of several dozen closely watched House seats this election cycle with the potential to flip
from Republican to Democratic control. Olson is the front-runner in the primary for the
Democratic nomination but must defeat educator and school board trustee Candace Valenzuela
in a runoff election on July The winner will face former Irving, Texas, Mayor Beth Van Duyne,
who easily won her Republican primary contest earlier this year, in the general election. The
decision on whether to support Olson or Valenzuela in the Democratic runoff is a contentious
issue among national Democratic operatives and lawmakers. Her military career is a highlight of
her resume â€” she was one of the first women to attend and graduate from military flight
school â€” but it is also a potential liability. In the early s, when she was stationed in Iraq, the
Pentagon accused Olson of directing contracts to a private security firm that she helped
operate. That history has not been a major issue in her campaigns or line of attack from her
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analysis from WalletHub. This page takes you through the stronghold at District Union Area to
eliminate the hyena council. This is the first stronghold you can play in The Division 2. Once
you've reached level 28 you can head northeast of the Theatre settlement to start this
stronghold. Once in the vicinity, you'll immediately start this mission. There are about five
enemies at the gate here before you can go in so you'll need to clear them out before accessing
the building. Be careful as some of them are on the ramparts above you. Then head into the
main building through the entrance marked by the waypoint. You'll be in a sort of quarantine
area first where you can restock your ammunition before continuing. Open the doors but be
wary, you may be straight away seen by an enemy and confronted. Take cover to your left as
you enter to take out the Hyenas down this corridor. Follow it to the end to find some loot but be
careful as to the right is an opening into a large room with more enemies. You can take cover
behind the barrier here and entice them out or head in to take them out. Head to the end of the

room and jump the counter to turn left and loop back around to find another box of loot. Then
go back the way you came and exit through the waypoint marked fence. Don't forget to restock
by the crate here. Once through, get in cover immediately as you'll likely be spotted by a new
set of enemies. Some of the side rooms will also contain crates so check them out before
heading on. The corridor will widen into a room and towards the back there are more Hyenas to
kill. Then go through the door on the left, up the stairs to empty out into an empty room. If you
go all the way to the right there's an incendiary ammo crate, then go back to the right, through
the double doors. You'll be faced with another long room with more enemies to take out. There
may even be a yellow tier enemy in this room. Once they're all dead, go through the large brown
doors at the end. In this next room, there's only one enemy trying to use a console. Kill them,
then head into the area behind this room. You'll come to a series of red rooms and you'll need
to follow the waypoint to the end to interact with the switch and restore the power. There's a
little bit of loot in here so grab that before heading back the way you came but be careful as new
enemies will appear and you'll need to secure the area before interacting with the console and
making it to the second concourse. This first area is devoid of danger, so take your time
exploring. Towards the end on your left is a single brown door and once you head through this
you'll be back to dealing with enemies. This room has a desk in front of a semi-circular barrier
for you to use as cover and several Hyenas on the other side that need to be taken out. There's
another brown double door at the end of this room where you can restock at the blue box before
moving forward. You'll come to a sort of rec room filled with arcade machines and pool tables
as well as a bar. The enemies in here aren't on guard so take this chance to take some out
before the fight starts. Once it's over, go through the double doors at the back of this room for
another small safe room where you can restock on supplies before moving foward. The
following area has some gambling tables and more enemies in a room slightly behind them. If
you head to the right of the gambling area you can find a crate at the end of the room. Finish the
enemies in here then go right around to the left and go through the 'Emergency Exit Only' door,
then go as far down the stairs as you can before exiting on this level. This will empty you
outside to another safe area. Keep moving forward and you'll come to another quarantine
section where you can restock before moving through the next doors for a mini-boss battle.
This area is the mall and it's a small room with several vertical levels reachable via the broken
down escalators. The boss is called Books and he's a mechanic class and thus can build turrets
and will also throw grenades and use a shotgun. Be mindful of the enemies that are potentially
above you and his turret as you fight. Once everyone has been defeated, go to the second level
to find some crates in a room. Then go back down to the bottom level and out the doors
opposite where you came in. Continue forward through these rooms until you come to an open
elevator shaft where you can drop down. Walk around the outskirts of this garage to pick up
bits of loot and then head for the door at the opposite corner to the entrance. Follow the
waypoint and before another large open garage area, you'll be able to restock. This next room
has another mini-boss battle for you and at the far end is an armoured car which essentially
acts like a mounted gun with tonnes of armour. Make sure to stay out of its sites and dodge the
incoming enemies. To destroy the car you're going to need to pump out a lot of damage. There
are several barrels around it you can shoot to help take it down and if you go behind the car you
can take it out without it being able to shoot at you. Try to finish it while you're at the end of the
room you came in, though as more enemies will appear once it's down. Diesel is one of those
enemies and he's a heavily armoured minigun touting nightmare. You're going to want to stay in
cover and keep your distance to defeat him. Once Diesel is done with, go out the door which
reads 'Entrance Kindergarten' and restock in this next room before moving forward. As soon as
you enter the following room you can flick a switch on the large machine. Doing so will allow
you to move forward but be warned that enemies are about to enter through the far door. This
room is a bit of a maze and it's very easy to get flanked. The smoke can also make it very hard
to see so consider equipping a skill that will help out with that. Then move forward into the next
corridor, turn left into the offshoot room and follow it through the door to an outside area called
the arena. Here is just another big fight where enemies will descend from the higher platforms
all around you. Keep moving to different areas of cover as they appear. You will also probably
have to deal with several yellow armoured class enemies during this fight before the boss Dime
appears. Dime uses a large body shield so try to shoot around it or use grenades. If you can
wrangle Dime to spend time climbing up and down from the scaffolding you can get a bunch of
free shots in there too. Once Dime is dead that's apparently the end of the Hyena leadership in
this building, at least and the mission is over. Last Edited: 22 Mar am. Sweep the First
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